To register email berkeley_institute@law.berkeley.edu, or call at (510) 643-9552

These programs are complimentary and are made possible by the generosity of individuals and foundations. For more information about our programs and partnerships, visit https://www.law.berkeley.edu/BIJLS.htm.

**ISRAEL FACING A CHANGING MIDDLE EAST**

**PUBLIC LECTURE**

**ITAMAR RABINOVICH**
- Former Israeli Ambassador to the United States
- Former President of Tel Aviv University
- President of the Israel Institute

**TIME** Reception at 5:15 pm | Lecture at 6:00 pm
**PLACE** Bancroft Hotel | 2680 Bancroft Way, Berkeley, CA

**PERFORMING JEWISH IDENTITY THROUGH CONTEMPORARY DANCE**

Miriam Engel - Angela Dance Company

The Miriam Engel-Angela Dance Company will perform “De-parts,” a contemporary dance piece that relates to the connection between identity and land.

**TIME** 7 pm
**PLACE** To be announced
Co-sponsored by Berkeley Hillel and Bears for Israel

**DIASPORA AND GROUP RIGHTS: THE JEWISH CONSTITUTIONAL MOMENT**

William Forbath
Associate Dean for Research
Lloyd M. Bentsen Chair in Law
University of Texas Law

**TIME** Reception: 5 pm, Lecture: 5:30 pm
**PLACE** Goldberg Room, 295 Boalt Hall
Co-sponsored by the Center for the Study of Law & Society